Year 7 Maths Intermediate
Knowledge Booklet
Term 5
Name:
Order

Class:

Unit
Calculation and
Accuracy
Integers, Powers and
Roots
Fractions, Decimals
and Percentages

Links

Pre-requisite skills

1

Understanding of multiplication

1

Place Value, Basic Operations, understanding Highest common
factor and lowest common multiples

4

Averages and Measure

1/3

Calculations, fraction amounts of, powers of 10 for conversions

5

Simplifying and
Substitution

1/2

BIDMAS, multiplicative and additive reasoning

6

Construction and LOCI

3

Understanding of splitting equally, being able to use angle facts

7

Ratio and Proportion

1/3

Decimals as multipliers, manipulating and using fractions,
finding amounts of

8

Transformations

1
2
3

9
10
11

Forming and Solving
Equations
Lines, Angles and
Shape
Area, Perimeter,
Volume and Surface
Area

3/4/6/7
1/5
1/4/6
1/4/6/10

Accurate Drawings, fractions of amounts, basic angle degrees,
mapping vertical and horizontal lines, use of co-ordinates
BIDMAS, concept of unknowns, manipulating expressions,
understanding of unequal, any applications to shape
Drawing of lines and angles, using the basic operations,
number bonds
Calculations, using correct measurements, understanding
properties of shapes, forming expressions, calculating missing
lengths, number bonds
Spotting patterns, substituting values using BIDMAS including
negatives, drawing graphs, forming expressions to represent
problems

12

Sequences, Functions
and Graphs

1/5/6/9

13

Represent and
Handling Data

1/4/6/12

Applying Averages to Data, Drawing accurate graphs

14

Probability

1/3/5

Calculations using fractions. Understanding terminology of
operations, handling data to check for bias

15

Pythagoras and
Trigonometry

1/7

Calculation and inverse operations, substituting into a formula,
ratios and equivalent fractions, types of triangles, rounding
answers

Homework 1 Due
Homework 2 Due
Homework 3 Due

Year 7 Intermediate Term 5 Overview
BIG QUESTIONS:

How is algebra connected to drawing graphs?
How many different ways can we represent data?
How do we represent ‘chance’ in maths?
Year 7 SEQUENCES
Inter- FUNCTIONS AND
mediate GRAPHS

1

2

3

4

SEQUENCES
FUNCTIONS AND
GRAPHS

REPRESENTING DATA PROBABILITY

Writing a sequence of
numbers given a term Reflecting shapes on a Grouping data into a
set of axis and in
to term rule and a
Carroll diagram. Shapes,
vertical/horizontal
starting value.
numbers, decimals,
equations. Possible
Filling in missing terms push up to y=x
fractions etc.
of a sequence.
Finding nth term rule of
a linear and drawing the
Use tally charts to
sequence as a vertical
Rotating shapes
organise data and draw
line graph.
around a coordinate pictograms from tally
Mathematical
charts
reasoning.
How to draw a set of
axis. Plotting
Enlarging a shape on
coordinates in all four a set of axis.
Draw a bar chart from a
quadrants. Equations of With a centre of
table of values
vertical and horizontal enlargement
lines.
Creating a table of
values for positive
linear equations.
Understanding basic set
Plotting the values on a
notation.
set of axis. Making link
Eg. A = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}
between vertical line
graphs drawn from
sequences.

5

Creating table of values
for positive and
negative linear
equations.
Understanding gradient
and intercept

Grouping data into Venn
diagrams. Shapes,
numbers, decimals and
fractions, including
understanding of subsets.

6

Drawing linear
equations using gradient
and intercept

Drawing pie charts.

7

Translating shapes on a
set of axis.

Using probability words
and scale of 0-1.
Calculating probabilities
of single events,
counters, balls, different
colours.

Systematically listing
outcomes of events like
dice, coins, counters, balls
etc.

Writing probabilities as
fractions. Horse race
game
Understanding that
mutually exclusive
events add to 1. Solving
basic problems using
mutual exclusivity
Understand relative
frequency as an
estimate of probability,
and carry out
experiments to
determine bias.

Enlarge by scale
factor 2, centre
(1,1)

Along the corridor, up/down the stairs (x, y)

Sequences, Functions and Graphs

Classifying shapes into a Carroll Diagram

ξ={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11}

The numbers on the outside are in neither set

The numbers in the overlap are in both sets.

Set B is the prime numbers

Set A is the odd numbers

universal set

REPRESENTING DATA KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER

EXPERIMENTAL PROBABILITY is also known as RELATIVE FREQUENCY

This is because only 1 square has
SS out of 9 possible combinations

So the P( SS ) = 1/9

PROBABILTY KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER

So the P(Male and football) = 40/60

